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Introduction
Traditionally, the nuclear industry has preferred the use of tele-operated control within robotic
applications such as decommissioning. This is due to obvious safety reasons, along with other less apparent
motivations such as the safeguarding of industry jobs, and a lack of coding expertise in the industry.
However, problems with the use of such techniques have been evident within the past few years, mostly
associated with operator fatigue leading to errors. A typical modern autonomous robotic system will utilise
some sort of stereoscopic 3D vision system (often based on LIDAR) to aid recognition. However, this
information can be hard to relay to a human tele-operator not used to such information. Further, teleoperation of a modern robot is a truly complex and specialised skill, and there are a lack of people with in
the nuclear industry (and indeed industry as a whole) with these skills. A potential solution to alleviate
these problems may be in the use of semi-autonomous control where the robotic artificial intelligence may
be used for low-level tasks while the human operator would handle the higher-level decisions. Instead of
the operator having to directly control the robot via two joysticks, the operator would be more likely to be
confronted with a large touchscreen complete with a list of tasks and highlighted objects on which the robot
can perform them upon.

Discussion
Vision is obviously vital within all robotic control, and research is currently ongoing within such diverse
areas as fruit picking [1] and emergency repairs in space [2]. There are many modern vision sensors
available using techniques such as cameras, IR range finders and LIDAR [3] to provide advanced vision to
the operator and low-level autonomous control systems. However, due to the sacrificial nature of the work
being undertaken during nuclear decommissioning owing to the high levels of radiation, the vision systems
employed must be quite cheap. The system utilised within our work thus far has been the mass-produced
Microsoft Kinect sensor mounted at a fixed position independent of the moving robotic manipulators. The
Kinect is a cost effective and commonly used RGB-D sensor, originally developed for gaming applications
but since used widely for research into robotics. It couples a standard RGB camera with a structured light
depth sensor, allowing both colour and depth data to be used and combined. A live RGB video stream is
displayed to the user on the graphical user interface (GUI) as the mobile base unit is positioned and
stabilised. Although many systems utilising the MS Kinect make use of 3D point clouds, a different, less
computationally expensive approach, is used by us, utilising edge detection on the acquired RGB image to
separate objects for user selection. This obviously reduces the accuracy of object recognition and means
the associated control algorithms require the use of some significant assumptions about shape. However,
the processor load is significantly reduced and therefore the speed of the process is increased leading to a
reduced latency. The standard 2D image is then combined with the depth data to locate the coordinates of
all objects in 3D space. This information is then all fed back to the operator via a touchscreen display
offering options and objects on which to operate. The user of the system can change sensitivity of the
algorithm allowing more or less of the objects in the surrounding area to be considered within this vision
system. Higher levels of sensitivity lead to more options, although greater computational power leading to
slower operation.
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A typical application for robotics in nuclear decommissioning is the grasping and cutting of pipework. Once
the operator has chosen their object (i.e. pipe) and procedure (i.e. cutting with saw), there are now four
key positions:





The position directly in front of the grasp location
The cutting operation start position
The cutting operation end position
The final grasp location

Once the operator has chosen the grasp location and cutting location, the control program can calculate the
four above positions in 3D space. There are numerous inverse kinematic solvers available of varying
complexity [4], and each has their own individual strength and weakness. A pseudo inverse Jacobian
transpose inverse kinematic solver was chosen here [5] as it offers the best solution to this problem in
terms of speed and accuracy. This solver is then utilised to find the associated target joint angles using the
3D co-ordinates of the four locations above. The joint angles calculated represent set points for the feedback
control algorithms that determine the required position of the actuators. The algorithms behind the vision
system, GUI and inverse kinematics solver were all implemented in MATLAB. However, the interface to the
robotic actuators is via National Instruments LabVIEW, with these elements connected via TCP-IP locally
on the same PC. The LabVIEW control software currently uses Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)
control to smoothly move the joints to the set points provided by the MATLAB algorithm. Throughout the
process, the user can view the live colour video and terminate manipulator movements at any time. This
method is currently implemented on two seven degrees of freedom hydraulically controlled arms attached
to a BROKK 40 industrial robot. However, the principle of control could quite easily be adapted to a multiarmed robot of any size as long as dimensions were known prior to implementation. The current work
using the Hydrolek arms is described in more detail in [5-10].
While high level decisions can be made by an operator controlling a robot using visual information alone,
haptic and tool feedback is required to ensure that local operations such as grasping hold of pipes, and
cutting or drilling are performed adequately. A major disadvantage of robotic manipulation is that the
operator’s hands are not at the site of operation. The lack of kinaesthetic and tactile information makes
automated tasks more difficult; hence, haptic feedback is a crucial source of information [11]. Indeed,
studies have shown haptic feedback helps reduce task completion time and error rates [12]. Haptics
describes both the cutaneous (tactile) and kinaesthetic (force) information obtained during exploration or
manipulation of an object. Tactile information may include pressure, and the local shape and slipperiness
of an object, which is important information for handling objects, and kinaesthetic perception includes
discernment of proprioception and force. Standard techniques utilise simple force or torque sensors
incorporated in between the last robotic link and the robot end effectors [12-13]. This limited information
informs the operator as to when the end effector has made contact and allows for direct feedback that acts
as a safety control preventing excessive loading. Similar systems have been incorporated into many simple
tele-operated power tools [14].
However, these simple strategies, while cheap, are not sufficient for the manipulation of end effectors for
the machining, i.e. drilling/hot tapping and cutting of complex shapes such as pipes [15]. In such a scenario,
a robot will have to first reference the location of the site of processing, approach the pre-position while
checking for collisions, confirm orthogonality and fine positioning, initiate contact and clamp with work
piece, perform the operation, i.e. drilling, then release. The referencing can be achieved by way of utilising
the visual data and encoders on the joints of the robot and will part of the high-level control by the operator.
Safe approaching can be achieved by way of proximity sensors such as noncontact inductive sensors [16]
or laser/IR range finders [15, 17]. The selection of which will depend on the particular task. It could be that
surface finish/geometry variations precludes the use of laser based systems, in this case ultrasonic range
finders can be useful [18, 21] but they are best for locating large flat objects. When in contact, tactile sensing
can be employed as a means to augment the initial grasp and manipulation strategies by addressing
inconsistencies in the contact forces during object contact and manipulation [20], usually by way of
monitoring an array of compliant pressure sensors of which many types are available.
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One issue with a robotic system is that the more degrees of freedom a system has, the more compliant it
becomes. This makes it difficult for it to apply a cutting or drilling force and ensure a successful operation.
This is compounded if the object being cut is also compliant [21]. It is therefore recommended that the
tactile sensing capability be incorporated into a clamp module that attaches the end-effector nose to the
structure to be operated upon. This will help avoid vibrations between the tool and the surface as well as
any unwanted flexion. Several systems exist for monitoring tool operation, for instance piezoelectric
sensors in the chuck of the cutting tool [22], or 3-axis load cells [23] that will inform the load applied to the
tool as well as any lateral skating of the tool. These sensors could also be used to ensure the tool is normal
to the surface if needed by way of antennae, which are in contact with the tool and surface and monitor of
asymmetric loading [23]. If a sufficient clamping system is used, vibration, asymmetry and skating should
be negated by design and so simple load cells could be used to ensure contact between the tool and
workpiece and to inform the operator when the tool has broken though. What this data cannot inform the
operator is how well the tool is cutting. Proximity sensors, as used before, could be used to monitor cutting
and drilling progress by measuring how far the tool has moved into the workpiece. However, it won’t
inform the operator if the tool is having difficulty machining due to the hardness of the material or because
of tool wear, beyond the time taken to perform the operation so far.
One strategy for monitoring tool wear and load, and hence cutting efficiency, indirectly is by monitoring
the power required to drive the spindle motor of the machine tool [24] or local temperature rise due to
cutting [25]. Such a technique could be employed as it simply requires a power monitor device and an
algorithm that takes into account the power consumed by the idle-running spindle and its dependence on
the thermal state of the machine tool. While this will provide useful data, the interpretation requires a
significant amount of empirical, historical, and environmental data, i.e. temperatures and previous cutting
tasks. A lot of operator skill is required to monitor tool performance, and it is unlikely that full autonomous
control of the cutting operation will be as successful as with operator input.

Conclusions
Here a number of common issues regarding the implementation of semi-autonomous robotics, as
compared to tele-operated robotics that are currently commonly employed, for decommissioning and
related applications in the nuclear industry have been described. This strategy has a number of advantages
when conducting complex tasks such as grasping and cutting of pipes, as seen in the example employed
here, as many local decisions can be automated, reducing operator error due to incomplete information.
However, as has been made clear here, this requires significant technological development to the system,
with many sensors needing to be integrated, the data collected, analysed and simplified so that the operator
has just enough information to make informed decisions in a timely manner.
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